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Two big reasons for optimism
By Kevin Lindstrom, President

Over the past several years, we’ve 
talked a lot about threats on the 
horizon. The Friedrichs case that 
came before the Supreme Court a 
few years ago served as a warning 
shot. Now we’re waiting for what 
most believe is a predetermined 
outcome in the Janus case (by the 
time this arrives at your home, 
the ruling may have been issued). 
Beyond those national cases, we 
continue to see signals of desire 
to destroy unions and the teaching 
profession at the state legislature. 
Finally, we recently faced a 
chancellor finalist who promised 
to close colleges, standardize 
everything including curriculum, and 
renegotiate contracts via threats. 
One might conclude that the threats 
are too numerous and too big to 
overcome. They might be for some, 
but they’re not for the Minnesota 
State College Faculty. I’ve seen a 
couple of significant reasons for 
optimism as we prepare for our 
future and a new reality.
First, our yellow membership card 
campaign has been, and needs to 
continue to be, a success. Over 90% 
of our current members have signed 
a card, and that number continues 
to grow each day. We’ve also added 
hundreds of new members, and 
that number continues to grow each 

day. These results have propelled 
us past our original post-Janus 
projections for membership and 
dues revenue. While these initial 
results are outstanding, we can’t 
afford to let up at all. We are facing 
a future where a committed and 
engaged membership is the key 
to our success. That commitment 
and engagement includes reaching 
those who haven’t yet signed a 
card. Please continue your efforts 
to reach out to potential members, 
and thanks for all you’ve done to 
this point.
That brings me to the second 
reason I see for optimism, which 
is an activist membership. Our 
Delegate Assembly this year had the 
highest attendance in several years. 
When we recognized members for 
their engagement and service, a 

considerable number of people 
stood up when we asked those who 
were involved in precinct caucuses, 
senate district conventions, and 
state party conventions to rise. 
When I attended my own senate 
district convention, the attendance 
was 50% higher than in 2016. 
Active engagement, in MSCF and 
in state politics, is essential to 
our future. I’m seeing it, and I’m 
optimistic about it. And, like the 
yellow card campaign, we can’t take 
our foot off the gas in this realm. 
Activism is the key to success in our 
new reality. 
Finally, I’d like to thank those who 
attended this year’s Delegate 
Assembly. The most striking part 
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My last green sheet
By Norm Halsa, Vice President for Technical Education

Looking back at the 40 years of 
being a union member I would 
not have it any other way. It is 
so important to be a part of an 
organization that promotes what 
I do. I can be as active as I want, 
or take the “I’m just happy paying 
dues”, that support other folks 
doing stuff for me. The real value is 
the power of numbers. The union 
needs you and you need the union. 
Keep being a member. Stay active, 
informed and involved. I will join the 
retired membership program soon 
after June 30. It has been an honor 

and privilege serving you for the 
past five years as the Vice President 
for Technical Education. 
My last parting shot to you. A lot 
has been said about the Janus case 
and how it may affect membership 
and dues. I truly believe you will 
find ways to adjust budgets, gain 
membership and keep MSCF strong. 
My real fear is losing the balance of 
power in the state legislature and 
executive branch. Do your part in 
supporting labor friendly, education 
friendly legislators and prospective 

governor. That truly is the only way 
to save our great contract and 
PELRA. Don’t wait till the election is 
over to have regrets that you didn’t 
do enough. Get involved. 

Retiring this year? Join Norm and stay 
connected with a retired membership
Retired members help build unity and 
increase the power of MSCF, and for 
those who are eligible, there is no 
additional cost for this great program.
Retired members will have access to the benefits of 
retired membership, including:
• Continued access to Economic Services Inc. (ESI), 

NEA and AFT member benefit programs.
• Staying connected with other retired colleagues 

through newsletters, regional events, and annual 
meetings.

• Participating in MSCF political action and legislative 
efforts on such important issues as pension 
benefits and retiree medical insurance.

And the benefits work both ways. Retired members 
continue to help MSCF build power in the union by:
• Volunteering and recruiting other members to 

engage in MSCF campaign activities.
• Serving as ambassadors for educators and the 

union with community service groups.
• Covering hearings and lobbying for MSCF’s 

legislative agenda.
• And much more! 

Help your retiring members stay 
connected. Applications may be found 
at www.mscfmn.org under Members 
Only, Retired Membership.

The Green Sheet is published two to three times a year by the MSCF. 
Authors include MSCF officers, faculty members and staff.

651-767-1262 or 1-800-377-7783

MSCF, 55 Sherburne Ave., St. Paul, MN 55103
MSCF is an affiliate of Education Minnesota, NEA and AFT. Printed at Education Minnesota. 

www.mscfmn.org
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Many hands make light work
By Darci Stanford, Vice President for Liberal Arts

When I was told this Green Sheet 
would focus on the future, I had to 
first reflect on what we have been 
doing. With our efforts focused on 
recruitment and recommitment 
of members this year, next year 
will have the challenge of how to 
actively engage those members. As 
you have heard from many others, 
MSCF has lots of work ahead. At 
the local and state level, member 
engagement is going to be crucial 
to getting that work done. A key 
piece to our future is building 
relationships with each other.
Now is the time to start building 
relationships so when it’s time to 
do the work it is not only easier 
for you to ask for engagement, it’s 
also easier for others to say yes. 
AFT’s organizing training stressed 
that one-on-one conversations 

are crucial to building member 
engagement. One thing that 
stood out was that it should be 
a minimum of three non-union 
conversations before even talking 
about the union or making a 
union ask. Have you had three 
conversations with a new faculty 
on your campus? Have you had a 
minimum of three conversations 
with an adjunct or temporary faculty 
on your campus? Do you have 
an average of three face-to-face 
conversations with other faculty 
on a daily basis? This is not just 
the work of a chapter president 
or membership chair or a state 
officer. Having conversations and 
building relationships is the work of 
all members. These regular face-
to-face conversations will prove 
invaluable when there is work that 
needs to be done whether locally or 

at the state level. MSCF can  
do things more quickly, easily  
and effectively when we work 
together. Protecting what we value 
and all that MSCF stands for will  
be a big job, and many hands  
make light work.
It has been my pleasure to serve  
as your state Vice President for 
Liberal Arts.

Telling our stories tells our future
By Matt Williams, Vice President Elect

There’s a story we often tell, and 
it goes something like this: A 
student, a little rough around the 
edges, enrolls in one of our classes. 
They’re not completely prepared 
for college, but they – and we – 
persevere. Before we know it, we’re 
watching them reach completely 
new heights. The trajectory of their 
life is changed. 
Personally, I’ve told some version of 
this story (all true!) countless times, 
and for good reason. We love these 
stories because they feel like a 
tangible way of describing the value 
of our work. We change individual 
lives for the better, and we do it 
every day. How could anyone not 
want to support something so 
transformative?

But these stories aren’t getting us 
the support we need, and part of 
that has to do with the story itself. 
Let me explain.
In trying to pinpoint the course of 
our current challenges in higher 
education, we usually point to the 
loss of public funding. Because 
of these cuts, we’re left with the 
choice of cutting costs, raising 
tuition, or some combination of 
the two. Historically, though, this 
explanation has some problems. 
Namely, tuition hikes came first.  
As Christopher Newfield explains in 
his 2016 book The Great Mistake, 
the 1960s and ’70s saw a shift 
from talking about the public benefit 
that higher learning has for our 

society to the private benefit that 
higher education has for those  
who earn degrees.

(continued on page 11)
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Renewed enthusiasm
By Kent Quamme, Treasurer

If the 2018 MSCF Delegate 
Assembly is any predictor of the 
future, I think we, as a union, 
will be in pretty good shape. You 
provided us with good ideas, good 
discussion, and, in my mind, a 
path you want MSCF to travel as 
we press forward. These ideas and 
discussions must be a part of our 
conversations in years ahead. We 
must and will find a way to provide 
our faculty the services they want, 
the organizing and engagement 
they need, and the freedom to 
teach that they enjoy. We all are 
MSCF. We all must engage.
Going forward. Moving ahead. 
Persevere. Phrases and words 
that describe what we must do as 
a union. This year has not been 
easy on public sector unions. We 
have seen a case come before the 
Supreme Court that wants to send 
us backward into a “Right to Work” 
state. We have seen bills come 
before the state legislature that 
want to bust public sector unions. 
We almost had a chancellor that 
wanted to destroy not only our 
unions, but destroy our system 
of public higher education. We 
will persevere no matter what the 
Supreme Court decides on the 
Janus case. We are moving ahead 
with telling our legislators that 
we will not tolerate union busting 
legislation or a legislative body that 
doesn’t believe in public higher 
education. We are going forward as 

a union to welcome and work with 
our new Chancellor who wants what 
is best for our students, our faculty, 
our colleges, and our system. 
Nationwide, faculty have said they 
will fight. West Virginia teachers 
went out on what is called an illegal 
strike. That didn’t scare them. They 
knew what they had to do and they 
did it, not just for themselves, but 
for their students, for their schools, 
for public education, and for us. 
Oklahoma teachers said they were 
tired of the lack of funding for public 
education and went out on strike 
after a decade of being told they 
weren’t worth a salary increase. 
Their sacrifices, both West Virginia 
and Oklahoma, will benefit all 
educators and unions across the 
country. We owe them thanks.  
They are helping pave the way  
for our future.
This next year could bring about 
many changes for MSCF. We will 
need to look at and assess our 
core values and determine what is 
important to us. Are the services 
that we provide still wanted and 
needed? Are we still concerned 
about contract enforcement and 
academic freedom? Is shared 
governance and control of the 
curriculum still important to us? If 
these things are what we believe 
are our core values, how do we 
continue to keep them? Or are we 
looking at new core values? Do we 
want to tackle social justice issues, 

student debt, student poverty and 
hunger? All things that have an 
effect on our students education, 
and are we willing to organize and 
engage around these issues? Do 
we want to become most active 
legislatively, and how? Are we willing 
to tackle the aforementioned issues 
or do we stick with educational 
causes? What will benefit MSCF 
going forward? We need to know 
what our faculty need and want.
I have had the good fortune to work 
with MSCF’s Emerging Leaders 
College since its inception in 2016 
and the participants never fail to 
amaze me. The faculty that have 
gone through the College are one of 
the main reasons I see great hope 
in our future. They are passionate, 
excited, intelligent, and want not 
only our students to succeed, but 
our union also. And, I believe there 
are many more MSCF faculty out 
there just like them and we need  
to nurture their skills. Our new 
faculty will drive this union into the 
future, and they will steer it in the 
direction needed.

Like us on Facebook: 
facebook.com/

minnesotastatecollegefaculty

Follow us on Twitter:
@MSCFMN

@MSCFMN-GR
www.mscfmn.org
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Collective engagement
By Gretchen Long, Secretary

Like you may or may not have 
been doing, I’ve been obsessively 
following the coverage of teachers’ 
strikes across the country. The 
stories of these courageous 
teachers have become an antidote 
to the Janus vs. AFSCME coverage, 
which I have also been following 
obsessively. (Janus vs AFSCME is 
a case recently heard by the US 
Supreme Court that would eliminate 
agency fees for public sector 
unions.) Set against the backdrop 
of the successes teachers have 
had when engaging in collective 
direct action, the demise of unions 
that many are predicting will be the 
outcome of the Janus case seems 
greatly exaggerated. 
There is no doubt the forces 
behind Janus want to break 
unions financially, and there is no 
doubt that the decision will have a 
financial impact on unions, but the 
stories and experiences coming 
out of West Virginia, Oklahoma, 
Kentucky, and Arizona bring to 
mind an understanding of unions 
that reaches far beyond dues and 
budgets. In its “Advice to Rookie 
Organizers”, legendary SEIU Local 
1199 reminds us: 
We have no shortage of struggles, 
but we often forget they are 
shared struggles. As I’ve listened 
to the stories of striking teachers, 
I am struck by how many point 
to conversations with co-workers 
and community members as the 
catalyst to recognizing they shared 
the same struggles and that 
together they could do something 
about it. They were transformative 

conversations. Many of these 
teachers don’t identify as organizers 
or leaders or even really activists. 
They are passionate, committed 
professionals who decided the only 
way to make sure they and their 
students have the resources they 
need was to come together and 

take collective action. West Virginia 
teachers spoke of drawing strength 
from their state’s deep history of 
labor struggle; teachers in other 
states speak of drawing strength 
from West Virginia. The “collective 
experience” grows and with it,  
the understanding of the struggle 
we are in and the role we all have  
to play. 
I see the emergence of this 
collective experience in MSCF as 
well, and that gives me tremendous 
hope. Members share with me 
conversations they are having, 
relationships that are developing, 
new members that they are 
identifying and engaging, and the 

energy that is building. I feel it 
when I visit campuses. I felt it this 
year at the Delegate Assembly. 
Our membership is growing and 
engaging. Drawing on our collective 
experiences, we are showing up and 
speaking out. We are engaging in 
the struggle that will move us from 
fear to hope and possibility.
As we prepare for the Janus 
decision and the fallout it will bring, 
as we prepare for the 2018 state 
election and its potential impact, we 
can draw strength from recognizing 
we are in this together and from 
the examples of powerful collective 
action we are seeing all around us.

“ The union is not a  
fee for service, it is the 
collective experience  
of workers in struggle.”
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The power of belonging to  
Education Minnesota
By Shelli Arneson, executive committee at-large member and MSCF rep on the EdMN governing board

MSCF is affiliated with Education 
Minnesota, the leading advocate 
for public education in Minnesota, 
with over 80,000 members working 
in pre-K-12 schools and higher 
education institutions statewide. 
Our fellow members include 
teachers, education support 
professionals, faculty at several 
university campuses, college 
students preparing for an education 
career, and retired educators 
who have devoted their lives to 
students. MSCF members pay 
dues to Education Minnesota, and 
those dues are returned to us in the 
form of local, state, and national 
support. Education Minnesota 
gives “voice” to the legislative 
and community issues that affect 
students and faculty at the state 
and national levels. We benefit from 

the professional field staff who 
work collectively with us, enforcing 
the contract and organizing faculty 
engagement at the local and  
state levels. 
I have been serving as your 
MSCF member on the Education 
Minnesota Governing Board for the 
past three years. I realize the ways 
we benefit daily from Education 
Minnesota resources, including 
the professional and dedicated 
staff, legal counsel, media and 
marketing experts, policy analysts, 
and legislative lobbyists. We occupy 
prime real estate office space on 
the second floor of the Education 
Minnesota building, just a block 
from the State Capitol. This is by 
no means an exhaustive list, but I 
hope it clarifies the benefits of our 

Education Minnesota affiliation.
Additionally, Education Minnesota 
members hold membership 
with the American Federation of 
Teachers, the National Education 
Association, and the AFL-CIO. 
These combined forces make 
Education Minnesota the strongest 
advocate for Minnesota educators 
and the students they teach. As 
MSCF members, we benefit from a 
mature contract, thanks to those 
who fought hard for professional 
salaries, benefits, academic 
freedom, and professional respect. 
By collectively engaging with the 
larger labor movement and our 
affiliates, we improve both our 
professional status and the quality 
of community and technical college 
education in Minnesota.

2018-19 Emerging Leaders College
Two years ago MSCF created the 
Emerging Leaders College and 
without a doubt it has been a huge 
success. As one participant shared:
“ Thank you so much for your time 
and organization of the College, 
Kent! I learned so much, and I am 
very appreciative of the experience. 
I also never realized how little of 
my contract I understood or how 
powerful the contract actually 
is. I also felt proud to learn more 
about an organization and an ideal 
that protects academic integrity 
and freedom, and I feel even 
more proud to contribute to those 
efforts. I feel more comfortable 

voicing ideas and concerns now 
that I have a better handle on my 
contract. It is also easier to step up 
to a leadership role when you know 
full well what the responsibilities 
are and what resources are at  
your disposal.” 

Jessalyn Sabin – Hibbing 
Community College

We are now again accepting 
applications for the Class of 
2019 Emerging Leaders College. 
Applications are due by JUNE 8, 
2018, and the College will hold 
its first session during the MSCF 
Summer Leadership Retreat on 

July 30 through August 1. Including 
the Summer Leadership Retreat 
and the Delegate Assembly 
presentation, there will be 
approximately eight sessions and 
the participants will be expected to 
attend all of them.
We will be accepting 10 
applications again this year, and we 
would like to encourage all faculty 
to participate who are interested in 
keeping MSCF strong. New, young 
faculty, underrepresented faculty, 
temporary faculty, senior faculty 
who are feeling a resurgence in 
unionism, et al…, are all welcome!
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1
WHAT IS JANUS?

Janus v. AFSCME is a politically motivated 
attack to use the U.S. Supreme Court 

to divide and conquer our union 
by eliminating fair-share fee 

payments.

3
WHAT ARE WE 

DOING ABOUT IT?
Together, we are continuing to fight for 
strong colleges by strengthening our 
union and demonstrating value and 

relevance for our members.

Together, we can stand strong for 
our students, communities 

and profession!

2
WHY DOES IT 

MATTER?
Janus matters because it is part of a 

concerted effort to weaken our ability 
to advocate for our students and 

members.

STRONG UNIONS =  
STRONG COLLEGES

STRONG UNIONS = STRONG COLLEGES
1. What is Janus?

 f The Janus v. AFSCME case is solely about the elimination  
of the union’s ability to collect fair-share fees from the 
individuals who receive the many benefits the union  
provides without paying dues.

 f The Janus case does not affect payroll deduction of dues, the 
union’s obligation to represent all members of the bargaining 
unit or any collective bargaining rights.

 f Janus is part of a broader agenda to weaken unions and 
destroy public education, brought to us by the same forces 
who gave us Betsy DeVos, right-to-work attempts in the state 
Legislature and attacks on collective bargaining rights. 

2. Why does JANUS Matter
 f If our voice is diminished, our students and public education 

will lose.

 f Collectively, we have more influence at the bargaining table  
to protect our benefits and working conditions.

 f Together, we have more influence at the state and local levels 
to advocate on critical education issues such as higher ed 
funding, academic freedom and professional standards.

 f When our union is strong, we have better working conditions  
and our students have better learning conditions.

3. What are we doing about it? 
 f We are working to make our union as strong as possible to face 

these challenges, including developing new ways to address  
the interests and concerns of our members.

 f We are continually working to help members realize the value 
and relevance of their union membership and the strength of 
our relationships, which in turn helps our students succeed.

 f We started building the power of our union long before this 
case, and will continue to show we are all committed to 
working together to improve public education.

Together, we can stand strong for our 
students, communities and profession!
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Nomination period is open!
Last year at the 2017 Delegate 
Assembly, an amendment to the 
MSCF Constitution and Bylaws 
passed regarding the composition 
of the four At-Large positions of 
the MSCF Executive Committee. 
This year at the 2018 Delegate 
Assembly, another amendment 
passed modifying that composition 
once again. 
“Two of the four At-Large members 
will be nominations from the Board 
of Directors. One At-large member 
will be a nomination from the 
general membership of faculty 
from historically underrepresented 
groups. One At-Large member will 
be a nomination from the Board 
of Directors or from the general 
membership of a contingent faculty 
member (TPT, TFT). The four at-
large nominations shall be elected 
for a one-year term by the Board of 
Directors at its first meeting.”

The election process for the two designated 
at-large positions will be:
1. Members of MSCF may self-nominate.
2. A member of MSCF may nominate another member, with her/his 

written permission.
3. A nominee’s name and contact information will be emailed to 

mscfevents@edmn.org (no nomination form required), or submitted 
from the floor at the Board of Director’s first meeting.

4. All nominees will be asked to attend the summer board meeting 
where the election will take place and incorporated into the current 
voting process and procedure:

a. Nominations for both the designated at-large positions and 
the two board at-large positions will be accepted by the MSCF 
Secretary and posted in front for board members.

b. Nominees for all at-large positions will give brief candidate 
speeches.

c. Ballots for all at-large positions will be distributed after board 
reports.

d. Ballots will be counted by staff according to Bylaws, Article VI, 
Section 3-Voting

If you are interested in submitting your name for either of the 
designated at-large positions, please send your name and contact 
information to mscfevents@edmn.org.

December 1, 2017 
MSCF Board of Directors meeting motions
1. Motion to postpone the approval of a timeline for the 

election of the Vice President of Technical Education 
until after the MSCF Delegate Assembly to allow 
for a possible constitution and bylaw amendment 
that may affect the need for an election. Moved and 
seconded by the executive committee. Carried.

2. Motion to approve a $500 holiday honoraria for each 
member of the staff. Carried.
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April 6, 2018  
MSCF Board of Directors meeting motions
1. A motion and second was brought from the MSCF 

Academic Affairs Committee that the Board of 
Directors approve the AASC Chair Handbook. Carried.

2. A motion and second was brought from the Executive 
Committee to approve participation in the Education 
Minnesota Early Enrollment Program. Carried.

3. A motion and second was brought by the Executive 
Committee to approve the 2018-2019 budget as 
presented. Carried.

4. A motion and second was brought by the Executive 
Committee to approve the 2018-2019 MSCF portion 
of the dues as presented. Carried.

5. A motion was made to create a workgroup to study 
a dues restructuring and bring a proposal to the 
December board meeting. Carried.

6. A motion and second was made by the Executive 
Committee that the Board of Directors approve the 
2018-2019 MSCF meeting dates as submitted. 
Carried.

7. A motion and second was brought by the Executive 
Committee that the Board of Directors approve the 
summer retreat and the Delegate Assembly as the 
2018-2019 MSCF family friendly events. Carried.

8. A motion and second was made by the Elections 
Committee to certify the results of the Vice President 
of Liberal Arts election resulting in the election of 
Matt Williams as Vice President of Liberal Arts. 
Carried.

9. A motion to create a workgroup to look at ways of 
reducing the cost of the DA in 2020 and beyond, and 
to report to the Board of Directors at the December 
meeting was brought forward. Carried.

April 6, 2018  
MSCF Delegate Assembly resolutions
1. BE IT RESOLVED, that the Minnesota State College 

Faculty requests that Minnesota State request 
the College Board perform a validation study for 
Minnesota State cut scores. After the validation 
study, the cut scores decision can be revisited. 
Carried.

2. BE IT RESOLVED, that the Minnesota State College 
Faculty requests Minnesota State changes its 
policy to allow for more than one vendor, one for 
each discipline, that they not use the NextGen 
Accuplacer placement tests, and they continue to 
search for new tests with input from college faculty, 
ABE faculty, K-12 faculty, and administrators. The 
consensus of faculty around the state is that the 
NextGen Accuplacer placement tests are poor tests 
for course placement of our students. The tools 
that we use to assess our students for placement 
should be relevant and not put a student at 
risk of inappropriate placement nor give them a 
disadvantage. Carried as amended.

3. BE IT RESOLVED, that the Minnesota State College 
Faculty create a subcommittee of Minnesota State 
College Faculty board members to create position 
descriptions for the president, vice president and 
secretary/treasurer board positions to be presented 
and voted on by the full board at the next full state 
board meeting; and be it further resolved, that any 
approved position descriptions be posted on the 
MSCF website. Failed.

4. BE IT RESOLVED, that the Minnesota State College 
Faculty offer full and vocal support for educators 
across Minnesota and in other states including West 
Virginia, Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Arizona who 
are fighting for their students to receive a quality 
public education, for their institutions to be properly 
funded, and for their own rights as educators and 
support workers. Carried.
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April 6, 2018  
MSCF Delegate Assembly amendments
1. Multiple Articles in the C&B – Reduction to One Vice 

President
“The Executive Officers of the organization shall consist 

of a president, a vice president, a secretary, and a 
treasurer.” Carried.

2. Multiple Articles in the C&B – Every Other Year 
Delegate Assembly

“The Delegate Assembly shall be the biennial forum 
for consideration of business and/or resolutions as 
submitted by the Executive Committee, the Board 
of Directors, local chapters or individual members.” 
Failed.

3. Multiple Articles in the C&B – Combined Secretary/
Treasurer

“The Executive Officers of the organization shall 
consist of a president, a vice president for technical 
education, a vice president for liberal arts, and a 
secretary/treasurer.” Failed.

4. Bylaws, Article VI – Board of Directors (modification 
to existing bylaw)

Section 5 – Executive Committee
“Two of the four At-Large members will be nominations 

from the Board of Directors. One At-large member 
will be a nomination from the general membership 

of faculty from underrepresented groups, which may 
include, but not limited to, LGBTQA, women and 
persons of color. One At-Large member will be a 
nomination from the Board of Directors or from the 
general membership of a contingent faculty member 
(TPT, TFT). The four at-large nominations shall be 
elected for a one-year term by the Board of Directors 
at its first meeting.” Carried.

5. Bylaws, Article VI – Board of Directors (modification 
of existing bylaw)

Section 5 – Executive Committee
“The remaining one At-Large member will be 

nominations from the general membership of faculty 
from historically underrepresented groups.” Carried.

6. Bylaws, Article VII – Committees (modification of 
existing bylaw)

Section 1 – Standing Committees, Subsection 6 – 
Racial Equity and Diversity Committee

“The Racial Equity and Diversity Committee shall 
consist of 8-10 members approved by the Executive 
Committee and ratified by the Board of Directors.” 
Carried.

7. Board of Directors – modifications to make the 
language in the constitution and bylaws consistent. 
Carried.
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This was all the rationale a large 
number of universities needed for 
a tuition increase.  After all, why 
pay for someone else’s private 
benefit? However, once it was 
established that universities could 
and would justify raising tuition, any 
time legislatures faced a budget 
crunch, they would cut funding 
for higher education, trusting that 
institutions would raise tuition to 
make up the shortfall. And raise 
tuition they did! However, as they 
replaced public revenue with tuition, 
higher-education institutions had to 
operate more and more like private 
businesses reliant on attracting 
customers (i.e., students).
The consequences in Minnesota 
are clear. The idea that individuals 
should pay for their own education 
might work if we had wealth equality 
in this country. But – spoiler alert 
– we don’t. And as many students 
find themselves priced out of an 
education due to unaffordable 
tuition, there is mounting pressure 
to not lose the students we have 
left.  We seek technological 
solutions to create “efficiencies,” 
we “streamline” programs to make 

transfer smoother and quicker, and 
we shorten the college experience 
by allowing students to do both 
high school and college at the 
same time – getting them into the 
“marketplace” faster. 
Business practices are not 
inherently evil, but being forced 
to act like a business obscures 
the benefits we produce that are 
non-market and public. Higher 
education as a business will always 
undervalue itself because it only 
recognizes a narrow scope of what 
it actually produces.
Higher education as a business also 
puts us on a dangerous loop with 
funding. With revenue increasingly 
dependent on enrollment, an 
immense amount of uncertainty 
is released into the system.  
Campuses plan for this uncertainty 
– for enrollment swings – by placing 
large sums of money into reserves. 
The optics of public dollars going 
into reserves is not the best way to 
make the case to a legislature that 
you need more funding.  
It doesn’t have to be this way. And 
a small but important thing we can 
do right now is change the stories 

we tell.
A conversation I had with a member 
from Pine Technical and Community 
College really opened my own eyes 
to this. They told me about students 
in their early childhood development 
classes, who – through becoming 
licensed childcare providers – were 
getting a viable career. But this 
career the students were entering 
also fills an important gap in 
their communities. Communities 
that lack access to childcare are 
communities that can’t work. When 
communities suffer, so does our 
entire state. And so the benefit of 
higher learning that occurred at 
Pine is realized in waves that go far, 
far beyond the individual. Only part 
of this benefit can be measured 
through increased productivity and 
other economic metrics. The rest? 
I’m not sure how to quantify how 
meaningful it is for families to be 
able to stay in their communities; I 
just know it matters a great deal – 
for all of us.
So the next time you celebrate 
your students, don’t forget to also 
mention how much better we all are 
because of the work we do.

Telling our stories tells our future continued from page 3

of the Delegate Assembly for me 
was that delegates didn’t simply 
attend; they were fully engaged. In 
rejecting two proposed constitution 
and bylaws amendments, and in 
the discussion that was part of the 
action, the delegates sent a clear 
message about how MSCF should 

address its budget in the future. 
We’ll spend the next several months 
following up on that message. Board 
members were asked to carry the 
discussion back to their chapters, 
so that everyone knows where we’re 
going and has a chance to help 
determine how we get there.

All of this engagement, whether it 
is about the yellow card campaign, 
involvement in state politics, 
or attendance at the Delegate 
Assembly, provides considerable 
reason for optimism. Thanks to 
all of you for your engagement in 
MSCF, and keep up the great work!

Two big reasons for optimism continued from page 1
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